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Abstract—When floods hit populated areas, quick detection of
flooded areas is crucial for initial response by local government,
residents, and volunteers. Space-borne polarimetric synthetic
aperture radar (PolSAR) is an authoritative data sources for
flood mapping since it can be acquired immediately after a
disaster even at night time or cloudy weather. Conventionally,
a lot of domain-specific heuristic knowledge has been applied
for PolSAR flood mapping, but their performance still suffers
from confusing pixels caused by irregular reflections of radar
waves. Optical images are another data source that can be used
to detect flooded areas due to their high spectral correlation
with the open water surface. However, they are often affected
by day, night, or severe weather conditions (i.e., cloud). This
paper presents a convolution neural network (CNN) based multi-
modal approach utilizing the advantages of both PolSAR and
optical images for flood mapping. First, reference training data
is retrieved from optical images by manual annotation. Since
clouds may appear in the optical image, only areas with a clear
view of flooded or non-flooded are annotated. Then, a semi-
supervised polarimetric-features-aided CNN is utilized for flood
mapping using PolSAR data. The proposed model not only can
handle the issue of learning with incomplete ground truth but
also can leverage a large portion of unlabelled pixels for learning.
Moreover, our model takes the advantages of expert knowledge
on scattering interpretation to incorporate polarimetric-features
as the input. Experiments results are given for the flood event
that occurred in Sendai, Japan, on 12th March 2011. The
experiments show that our framework can map flooded area
with high accuracy (F1 = 96.12) and outperform conventional
flood mapping methods.
Index Terms—flood extent, polarimetric feature, semi-
supervised, PolSAR, CNN.
I. INTRODUCTION
The risk of flood disaster to economic damages and human
casualties is an issue of mounting concern all over the world
[1], [2]. Remote sensing systems have been widely used to
rapidly but costly monitor a large area in case of natural
disasters [3], [4]. Assessing flood areas can be done using
space-borne optical and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR),
among which SAR plays a vital role due to its ability to
work independently of day-night and weather conditions [3],
[5]. Flood extent mapping using SAR data has been widely
studied over the last decade thanks to the advantages of many
newly launched satellites (i.e., German TerraSAR-X, Italian
COSMO-SkyMed, ESA Sentinel-1) and space-borne platforms
(i.e., Japan PiSAR, US AIRSAR). The preliminary mapping
of flood extent is a pre-requisite for assessing several flood
impacts such as inundation depth, flow velocity, debris factor
[6]. Several algorithms have been proposed to flood mapping
using SAR data and can be roughly divided into two main
categories: unsupervised and supervised.
Among unsupervised algorithms, thresholding not only is an
efficient and most widely used method but also probably the
most straightforward approach of flood mapping, as the back-
scatter values of flat water on SAR images are relatively low
[1], [7]–[11]. This approach based on the assumption that data
follows bi-modal distribution (water vs. non-water), and all
pixels whose values lower than the threshold are considered as
a water class. Thresholding algorithm can be applied globally
in the whole SAR image, resulting in a single threshold value
or tile-based, resulting in adaptive threshold values for each
sub-region of the image. Unfortunately, both strategies suffer
from the same drawbacks as they do not consider the spatial
context of the image pixels, and strongly depend on the bi-
modal distribution assumption. On other hands, the algorithm
will not work if the proportion of the flooded area is either too
small or too large [7]. Another unsupervised approach that is
popular in flood mapping domain leverages change detection,
which involves the analysis of two images acquired over the
same area [9], [12], [13]. One of these two images must be
taken during the flood event, while the other can be a pre-flood
or post-flood image. Based on these two images, a difference
image is generated and used as an input for the classification
process, which in the case is usually thresholding technique
[7].
Supervised classification approaches can take a single-pixel
(pixel-based) or cluster of pixels (object-based) as a unit of
analysis. Pixel-based algorithms assign label for each pixel in
the SAR image by calculating spectral, and texture features
of grid blocks around target pixel [14]–[17]. Meanwhile, the
object-based algorithm first segment an image into constituent
regions according to a similarity criterion, and then assign a
label to the whole region based on spectral, texture, and shape
features [18], [19]. Most of the works working on a supervised
classification area are based on various conventional machine
learning algorithms such as artificial neural network [16],
random forest [15], [20], k-Nearest Neighbour [17] or late
ensemble of these models [17].
Deep convolutions neural network (CNN) can be considered
as a particular case of machine learning where a massive data
is required to train a complex multi-layer neural network. In
[3], the authors split TerraSAR-X image into non-overlapping
patches with a size of 32 × 32 pixels and then trained a
supervised CNN model to classify them into three classes:
flooded open areas, flooded built-up areas, and non-flooded
areas. Flood extent mapping can be regarded as a pixel-wise
semantic segmentation problem where only two classes are
considered (water and non-water). While this method has been
considered as the effective one among many tasks such as
medial image segmentation [21], land cover classification [22],
to the best of our knowledge, no existing works have been
documented for flood extent mapping from SAR image. One
of the significant challenges is that to train a CNN model
require a large amount of data. Unfortunately, annotating
flooded areas in optical and SAR images suffers difficulty.
As flood events often take place during periods of extended
cloud coverage, the exploitation of optical data may become
questionable [20]. Meanwhile, SAR data contains a large
number of confusing pixels caused by irregular reflections of
radar waves, which make it challenging to annotate a pixel
as water or non-water. Several works have been proposed to
deal with the limitation of data annotation described above. In
[23], the authors proposed a semi-supervised approach based
on a teacher-student paradigm for general image classification
problem. They can leverage billions of unlabelled images
along with a relatively smaller set of task-specific labeled
data. In [21], the authors proposed an active learning approach
to address the issue of learning with incomplete ground
truth in medical image segmentation. Their model is trained
by ignoring non-annotated pixels during initial epochs and
automatically relabelling missing annotations for use in the
later epoch.
Inspired by these works, in this paper, we propose a
CNN-based approach for rapidly flood extent mapping using
polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) data with reference training data
retrieved from the timely close optical-derived inundation
maps (see Fig. 1). To accelerate the speed of data annotation
process, as well as to reduce the affection of weather con-
ditions, only areas in an optical image with high confidence
(i.e., unobstructed view of flood or non-flood with no cloud
cover or fog cover) are annotated. A semi-supervised training
strategy based on teacher-student paradigm is proposed to
handle the incomplete annotation issues and leverage a large
portion of unlabelled pixels. Moreover, expert knowledge of
target scattering mechanism interpretation is incorporated to
enhance the performance of CNN model.
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We explore the multi-modal approach for flood mapping
by utilizing both space-borne optical images and SAR
images.
• We analyze semi-supervised deep learning in a flood
mapping application and show that a simple semi-
supervised strategy is valid even if the number of training
samples is small.
• We explore PolSAR features based on heuristic knowl-
edge of target scattering mechanism.
• We demonstrate the performance of our method and show
that it outperforms traditional approaches. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work utilizing the
CNN model for flood mapping using multi-modal remote
sensing data.
This paper is organized as follows. Our proposed method is
described in Sect. II, followed by experimental results in Sect.
III, and conclusions in Sect. IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
Fig.1 illustrates the overall workflow of our proposed ap-
proach. In this section, we are going to describe our method
from a general view to technical details in the following
subsections.
A. Annotation
Annotating of SAR data is done by using high-resolution
optical images as a reference. Unfortunately, as the optical
image is strongly affected by cloud cover and severe weather
conditions, many pixels are ambiguous. In this paper, only pix-
els with high confidence are assigned a label of water or non-
water, while the rest are left unlabelled. As a consequence,
the collected annotations contain incomplete annotation as
illustrated by Original Set in Fig.1.
Fig.2 shows an example of how the optical image captured
one day after may help to identify flooded areas. Since the
optical image captured on the same day (Fig.2.a) with PolSAR
data (Fig.2.c) may be cloudy, the optical images of following
days (Fig.2.b) are used to verify the flooded areas (Fig.2.d).
We assume that if an area was flooded on the following days,
it should be flooded on the target day.
B. Polarimetric features
PolSAR data consists of three bands, including HH, VH,
VV. Different from optical data, PolSAR data can be inter-
preted using specific knowledge of target scattering mecha-
nism. Therefore, direct implementation of deep CNN using
HH, VH, VV may limit the performance of the model [25].
In this section, we explore the polarimetric features to assist
our model training.
1) Polarimetric Scattering Power: For PolSAR, the scatter-
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Fig. 1: The proposed approach. Teacher-Net is trained on Original Set manually labeled, then used to predict the class label
for unlabelled pixels to form Augmented Set. Student-Net is trained on Augmented Set and fine-tuned with original Original
Set. The label of the dataset is as follow: Red: non-water, Blue: water, no color: unlabelled.
Fig. 2: The proposed annotation procedure. (a), (c) optical image and PolSAR image captured on 12th March 2011, respectively
(b) optical image captured on 14th March 2011 (d) Annotation of flooded-areas
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the Pauli scattering vector, superscript * denotes conjugate
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where fs, fd, fc, fv , α, β are six unknowns which can be
found using four-component decomposition algorithm pro-
posed in [24].
Finally, the scattering powers Ps, Pd, Pv , and Pc corre-
sponding to surface, double, volume, and helix scattering,











Pv = fv (10)
Pc = fc (11)
2) Roll-invariant Features: The roll-invariant polarimetric
features of entropy H , mean alpha angle ᾱ and anisotropy
ani are proved to enhance the performance of PolSAR image
classification [25]. In this work, we also adopt these features.
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Because the Covariance matrix is a 3 × 3 positive definite
Hermitian matrix, it has real eigenvalues λ:
〈[C]〉 = [U ]
 λ1 0 00 λ2 0
0 0 λ3
 [U ]∗ (13)
where U is the unitary matrix.
The complexity of the scattering mechanism is called en-
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where Pi = λi(λ1+λ2+λ3) .
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π
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To leverage a large portion of unlabelled pixels in our
dataset, semi-supervised training pipeline is proposed, which
consists of four-stage as follows:
1) The Teacher-Net is trained on Original Set.
2) The Teacher-Net is then used to automatically predict
labels of remaining unlabelled pixels in the Original
Set. Only pixels with their prediction confidence higher
than the predefined threshold T are used to form the
Augmented Set.
3) A new model, namely Student-Net, is trained on the
Augmented Set to take advantage of larger size of
training data.
4) Finally, the Student-Net is fine-tuned on Original Set.
It ensures that our final model is fine-tuned with clean
labels.
1) CNN Architecture: The scattering powers Ps, Pd, Pv ,
and Pc and roll-invariant features H , ᾱ, and A are normally
preferred in PolSAR data interpretation and processing. In
this work, these values are adopted as additional input bands
together with the back-scattering matrix of HH , V V , and
HV . The architecture of both Teacher-Net and Student-Net
are identical to U-Net [26].
2) Dice loss with missing annotations: Based on Dice
Similarity Coefficient, Dice loss [27] is widely used for seman-
tic segmentation tasks. Considering the imbalance between
the number of water and non-water samples, we introduce













where K is the number of classes, pi is the predicted proba-
bility of class i, gi is the binary ground truth (0 or 1), and wi
is the weight for class i.
Traditionally, Dice loss is computed by sum (or mean)
of every pixels in the image. Since our training images are
not fully annotated, unlabelled pixels are ignored during loss
computation and do not contribute to the back propagation.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, dataset, evaluation metrics, comparisons and
discussion that are used to evaluate our method are introduced.
A. Experiment setup
1) Data Collection: PolSAR image was collected by
PiSAR-2 system over Sendai, Japan on 12th March 2011, one
day after the tsunami happens at the area. Optical images for
label reference are obtained from Google Earth on three days
of 12th, 13th, and 14th March 2011.
10 PiSAR-2 images covering Sendai area are collected,
in which 7 images are used for training+validating, and 3
images are used for testing. Images are divided into patches
of size 512 × 512 pixels. In order to increase the number of
training data, training+validating patches are overlapped by
256 pixels.
2) Dataset Statistics: In total, the number of image patches
for training, validating, and testing are 496, 29, and 66, respec-
tively. Fig.3 shows the histogram of of annotation percentage
for training set. The average proportion of annotated pixels
is 27.37%. While some image patches are fully annotated,
the minimum annotation proportion is 0.0015% which is
equivalent to the area of ≈ 40 pixels in the image.
Fig. 3: Histogram of annotation percentage for training set
TABLE I: Flood mapping results comparison.
Method F1 score
Semi-supervised CNN (proposed) 96.12
Supervised CNN (Teacher-Net) 94.03
Otsu on HH [8], [11], [29] (baseline) 90.33
3) Training Details: Both Teacher-Net and Student-Net are
trained using Adam optimizer [28], weights are randomly
initialized and updated with the learning rate set by 0.0001,
momentum parameter set by 0.9, and weight decay set by
0.001. Learning rate is reduced by a factor of 0.1 when training
accuracy has stopped improving for ten epochs. Class weights
wi for WDL in Eq.17 are set as 0.33 and 0.67 for non-water
and water. During training, image patches are randomly flip
horizontal and flip vertical.
B. Flood Mapping Comparisons
We compare our proposed approach to the widely used
conventional flood mapping algorithm, which is tile-based
Otsu thresholding [29]. Otsu thresholding is applied on band
HH as suggested by many studies [8], [11]. Moreover, to prove
the effectiveness of the proposed semi-supervised strategy,
we also compare our proposed model (Student-Net) with
supervised CNN trained with incomplete annotations (Teacher-
Net).
Quantitative comparisons are summarized in Table I. As
expected, CNN-based approaches perform better than widely-
used conventional approaches. The improvement is even more
significance for the proposed semi-supervised approach, which
result is 96.12% in term of F1 score. It is interesting to see
that, our proposed model can learn a strong feature extractor
network regarding that only a small proportion of data ground
truth was provided.
Finally, we give in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 the final flood mapping
results for all methods in some test images. Fig. 4 represents
the case where Otsu-based algorithm fails to work. In Fig. 4,
only small top-right area is flooded (see ground truth map in
Fig. 4.a), while other areas are non-flooded. Unfortunately, due
to the SAR scattering mechanism, many areas in the image
appear darker and are recognized as flooded by Otsu-based
algorithms. In operation, in order to make Otsu work, the
extensive pre-selection of areas with a high probability of flood
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4: Visualization comparison of generated flood map in
mostly non-flooded region. (a) Ground truth (b) Otsu (c)
Supervised CNN (Teacher-Net) (d) Proposed. Note that only
area at top-right of the image is flooded.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 5: Visualization comparison of generated flood map in
semi-flooded region. (a) Ground truth (b) Otsu (c) Supervised
CNN (Teacher-Net) (d) Proposed.
must be performed. Clearly, the results of CNN-based models
are less affected.
Fig.5 represents the case where flooded and non-flooded
area follows a bi-modal distribution, and the performance of
the Otsu method is comparable to CNN-based models. While
supervised CNN model fails to classify many pixels at the
boundary of a flooded and non-flooded area, our proposed
semi-supervised model can handle them. It should be noted
that, since this image is captured at the urban area, many ghost
objects might appear as small brighter areas [30]. Since the
Otsu method does not take into account the neighborhood of
target pixel, its generated flood map contains small holes at
the location of ghost objects. Thus, the morphological closing
operator is utilized to closing these small holes in flooded
areas.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce a new CNN-based approach dedicated to flood
mapping with incomplete ground truth in PolSAR and optical
images data. Our approach utilizes the use of semi-supervised
learning and multi-modal data to leverage a large portion
of unlabelled pixels to improve the quality of the vanilla
CNN model. Experiments show that our proposed model,
trained with polarimetric-features, outperforms conventional
approaches widely used in the literature. Our future work
would focus on the augmentation of data using additional
modalities including widely-available Social Network Services
(SNS) photos.
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